
  

 

  

An Overview of the Theme 

This half-term our theme in Year 2 is Location, Location, Location where we will be working up to answering our 

enquiry question:  

What is so special about where I live? 
 

English 

Your child will be 

writing;  

character descriptions, 

a witch’s poem, 

our own version of the 

Rapunzel fairy tale with 

a twist 

 

 re-read, edit and improve sentences 

 use adjective noun phrases for detail and emphasis (e.g the mysterious forest) 

 use coordinating conjunctions – so, and, but, or 

 use a range of ambitious  verbs to make sentences lively and interesting 

 consistently use past and present tense correctly 

 use adverbial sentence openers for time, place and manner 

 use full stops, question marks and exclamation marks to punctuate a variety 

sentences 

Mathematics 

Your child will be 

learning about numbers 

to 100, add and subtract 

1 and 2 digit numbers 

 

 

 count numbers to 100 

 use different ways to show numbers to 100 

 use place value grids to make and compare numbers, compare and order numbers 

to 100 

 count in 2s, 3s, 5s and 10s 

 use related number facts to add and subtract 

 compare number sentences, make number bonds to 100 

 add and subtract 10s and 1 

 add a 1 digit number to a 2 digit number 

 subtract a 1 digit number from a 2 digit number 

 

 

Visits and Visitors  Reminders 

We will be walking around the local area 

in the week beginning 19th September. If 

you would like to help, please let me 

know. 

PE  

 

ALL children must to come to school in their PE kit on 

the allocated PE day.  

The PE kit is: 

A white or blue t-shirt or polo 

shirt.  

Black or navy plain shorts, leggings or jogging bottoms. 

How Can You Help? 

We value the support of all parents and 

carers. If you feel that you can help in 

any way with the work we are covering 

then please let us know or if you would 

like any further information regarding 

this term’s curriculum please do not 

hesitate to contact school.  

Thank you.  

Mrs Rankin 

Daily Reading Please write in your child’s diary each time you read or 

support in anyway at home. Please practise reading and 

writing the flash cards provided alongside your child’s 

reading book. 

Homework Your child will bring home weekly spellings on a Friday. 

Your child must be fluent in 2, 3 5 and 10 times tables 

and related division facts by the end of year 2. Your child 

has a Times Table Rockstars login to practise.  
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